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SENARYO 2

Learning Outcome:  E9.5.W1. Students will be able to write a text comparing characteristics of people 
by giving their opinions.

1.  Read the text below and compare the characteristics of Tom and Jack using the given personal 
traits.

Tom and Jack are brothers, and they look like each other. However, they have different characteristics. Tom 
is friendly and makes new friends easily. Jack is shy and nervous about speaking to other people. Tom 
generally believes good things will happen while Jack usually thinks bad things will happen in the future. 
Tom is kind, but he mostly thinks about himself, not others. Jack, unlike Tom, is always happy to support 
others when they need something. In their free time, Tom enjoys doing sports and travelling, while Jack 
spends most of his time watching TV at home.

a. Introverted

b. Optimistic

c. Helpful

d. Active
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Learning Outcome:  E9.5.W2. Students will be able to write a text describing their inspirational 
character.

2.  Write down about a well-known person and her/his characteristics by answering all the questions 
below.

• What is her/his job?

• What achievements does that person have?

• What are the most important characteristics of that person? 

• How do you think that person inspires others?
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Learning Outcome:  E9.6.R1.Students will able to scan short texts describing some famous cities in the 
world for specific information.

3.  Complete the table according to the text.

The Egyptian Pyramids are really old buildings like triangles. There are over 100 pyramids. They were built 
as tombs 4500 years ago. The kings, their family members, and their valuable stuff were generally buried in 
the pyramids. The first pyramid is in Saqqara. The most important ones are Cheops, Khafre, and Menkaure 
The biggest is Cheops, which is 138 meters tall and made of 2.3 million stones. Even today, we don’t know 
exactly how people built these pyramids.

Names of the most important pyramids -------------------------------------------------------

Number of the stones Cheops has -------------------------------------------------------

Place of the first pyramid -------------------------------------------------------

Height of Cheops -------------------------------------------------------

Shape of the pyramids -------------------------------------------------------
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Learning Outcome:  E9.6.W2. Students will be able to write a series of sentences about the city that 
they would like to visit by indicating reasons.

4.  Describe your dream city in a paragraph including at least five of the items in the box.

• location

• shopping opportunities

• tourist attractions

• views/landmarks

• climate

• people

• traditional dishes

• travel options

• favourite activities
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Learning Outcome:  E9.7.R1.Students will be able to ask and answer the questions about a text related 
to the world heritage.

5.  Read the text below and answer the questions.

Göbeklitepe, an ancient site in Türkiye, is significant because it is one of the oldest known temples in the 
world. It has changed our previous understanding of ancient civilizations. While it was traditionally believed 
that temples were constructed after the establishment of settled communities, Göbeklitepe appears to have 
been built by hunter-gatherers. At Göbeklitepe, large rocks have figures of animals such as foxes, snakes, 
and birds. Archaeologists believe these figures as symbols of religious rituals. It is particularly surprising 
that these figures were created without using any modern tools.

a. Why is Göbeklitepe important?

b. Which historical pictures of animals are found on large rocks?

c. What is amazing about the pictures on the rocks?


